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ABSTRACT
A personalized integrated telecommunications
management system is described; it is composed of both
graphical and audio interfaces to a variety of message
functions. This approach utilizes a general purpose
computer with a color display and speech processing
board to perform as a conversational answering
machine. voice or text electronic mail terminal, and online telephone directory with repertory dialing.
OBJECTIVES
The varieties of function in telecommunication media are
increasing as rapidly as our dependence on them, both in
business and home environments. The multiplicity of
telecommunication channels has resulted in an
increasing number of components required for access
and interaction with and through these media: computer
terminals and modems for electronic mail, answering
machines with their own particular remote control units,
autodialers with directory memory, remote telephone
control of home appliances, and voice storage and
forward message systems.
The Phone Slave is an attempt to provide unified and
multi-functional interaction with a variety of these new
telecommunications components [I]. A key element is
the merger of voice and text into a single message
management system. Perhaps more important is the
desire to create coherent interfaces to this multifaceted
telecommunications environment; an interface which
must be responsive, intuitive, and accessible both locally
and remotely over the telephone.
Increasing availability and decreasing costs of several
components suggest that a flexible and adaptive system
can be created largely with software. General purpose
microprocessors, powerful digital signal processing
chips, and low cost color raster display technology may
provide a viable environment for a sophisticated and
intelligent implementation, which is capable of expansion
rather than replacement with rapidly growing
telecommunications tasks.
AUDIO MESSAGE COMPONENTS
. Although this paper will focus on graphical components
of the system, it is helpful to begin by describing the
voice message taking process of the answering machine
mode [9].

The Phone Slave takes voice messages by answering the
phone and engaging the caller in a conversation. It plays
speech segments and records replies to gather a series
of message components, for example:

machine: Hello, Barry's telephone speaking, who's
calling please?
caller: This is Ellen Robinson
What is this in reference to?
Coming to see your lab at MIT.
He's not available at the moment, but he left this
message: <Barry's voice>l'MHAVING LUNCH WITH
CHRIS, I SHOULD BE BACK AROUND 230 OR 3:OO. At
what number can he reach you?
555-1234
When will you be there?
All day today until about 5 0 0 P.M.
Can I take a longer message?
I'd like to stop by ArcMac to see the phone project.
1'11be sure he gets that. Thanks for calling.
Goodbye.
Bye.
This process increases the likelihood of obtaining a
message, by immediately interacting with the caller
instead of playing a low content "I can't answer the
phone now" message. It further encourages the caller to
leave a message, by guiding the conversation through
short questions which invite short responses; taking
advantage of the fact that people are very likely to to
answer any specific question asked of them. Callers who
are greeted by a conventional tape answering machine
are frequently not ready to spout off their message, and
instead hang up, mentally prepare a longer monologue,
and call back.
Of course, this series of questions has a focus: to gather
a complete and usefully segmented incoming message.
This allows the machine's owner to make a query such as
"Who left messages?", the reply to which consists of
playing the message segments of all callers identifying
themselves. Similarly one may ask "What's her
number?" or "When should I call?" and receive the
proper answer in the caller's voice, or in the case of an
electronic mail message, in a synthesized voice.
A further motivation for asking the caller to identify
herself is the desire to identify the caller in order to
convey an individualized outgoing recording. In the
current implementation of the system, caller
identification is performed by directing the incoming
audio signal to a general purpose connected speech
recognizer in parallel to recording the answer to the
"Who's calling please?" question. Identification success
ranges from excellent over local exchanges to abysmal
on long distance calls [5, 71.

Once a caller is identified, the conversation takes a
different tack; the caller is greeted by name, played a

personal outgoing recording, and told "If you'd like to
leave a (another) message. 11
' 1record it now. Otherwise
just hang up and I'lltell him you called (again)." The
owner may call in, hear the message, and record a new
outgoing recording for this caller, making a dialog
possible even though the parties never speak to each
other directly.

for its task by the source screen. For example, while
flipping through the Rolodex one may touch the handset
icon-for some directory entry (figure I), which brings up
the keypad screen simultaneous with taking the phone
off-hook and generating touch tones. As the keypad
screen appears, the person's name, location, and local
time are displayed.

THE GRAPHICAL INTERFACE
The motivation for a graphical interface to recordhg,
message retrieval, and call initiation functions is to
provide a single consistent means of access. Although
encouraged by the sudden appearance of a rash of
teleterminals [2,3], our work differs in several important
aspects. The first is the above described audio message
taking component, which imparts a new role to the
terminal, and requires a specialized access method. The
second is the use of color. both as a subcarrier of
information and as a means of making interaction more
pleasing to the eye. Finally, the integrated system is seen
as a personal computer, which may be used for a variety
of other, perhaps unrelated, audio or graphical tasks,
rather than just a terminal with special telephony
functions.

Message Access

-

Access to both incoming and outgoing messages is the
domain of several message screens. The main message
screen (figure 2) summarizes both voice and mail activity,
and would ordinarily be displayed on return to one's
desk. Each row represents a message, and each column
a message fragment, i.e. the reply to one of the
answering machine's queries. The colored bars
appearing in this matrix indicate the presence and length
of associated recordings. A name in the caller column
indicates that the caller was identified. Multiple voice or
mail messages from the same caller are grouped into
contiguous sequences, as subsequent calls usually have
common subject matter.

Graphic access to telecommunications functions is
organized around a series of screen images, each
serving to control a thematically related subset of tasks.
Display is via an NTSC-compatiblecolor frame store, with
a transparent touch sensitive surface attached to the
surface of the CRT [4].

Touching a heading plays all the message segments
associated with that particular row or column; this can be
used, for example, to find out the subject of all the calls.
Similarly, touching the bar in any message box plays that
message segment; while playing, the bar changes color
in sound sync and on completion becomes grey to
indicate that it has been heard.

A conventional NTSC display was chosen to highlight the
consumer electronics potential for common displays and
home computers. To accommodate this medium some
constraints were placed on the graphics: text is
displayed using grayscale fonts [6,8], action occurs
within television safe areas, highly saturated colors are
avoided, and both horizontal and vertical lines are
constrained to minimum widths greater than one pixel.

A text message may be identified by the presence of a
text iabei in the subject field, as this can be extracted
from the body of the electronic mail. When viewed, text
is typeset in a grayscale font in a window on the right
side of the screen, while the rest of the screen fades
(figure 3). When accessed remotely by voice, this
message would instead by played by the text-to-speech
speech synthesizer [lo].

Several mportant design criteria were successfully
incorporated in this interface. Immediate audio and/or
graphical feedback is provided in response to any touch
input. While performing any function, the system can
always be interrupted by touching another item on the
screen. Text and voice messages are accessed through
the identical control functions, the distinction between
message types is transparent to the user. Simple
graphical symbols are used throughout for icons and
display structure. The owner may dial a known caller by
touching her name, eliminating the need to remember
long digit strings.

Additional icons across the bottom of the screen provide
access to other function screens. Touching the directory
icon, for example, brings up the Rolodex screen with the
currently active person's card on top. Other functions
include pause/continue (a sound is repeated simply by
touching it again), delete message, and create outgoing
recordings.

Each screen provides a cdnsistent subset of functions,
i.e., dialing, directory, or message access; icons allow a
change to any of the other screens. To maintain
consistency, when use of one screen causes a shift in
function, the appropriate screen appears for the new
transaction. This new screen may, however, be primed

Dialing Functions
Although conventional dial-by-number must be provided,
the Phone Slave permits dial-by-namewherever possible.
Outgoing calls are placed using a keypad screen (figure
6). The phone is taken off-hook by touching the handset
which then raises and changes color. Numbers may be
pressed digit-by-digit, as on a normal keypad, with the
addition of a backspace button, as the number is not
actually dialed until all digits have been entered. If a long
distance call is placed, both the name and local time of
the called area are displayed.
--

More likely, one will have entered the keypad screen by
replying to a message from an identified caller or through
the Rolodex directory (see below). In this case, the call is
placed automatically with the recipient's name and status
of any pending messages displayed.

consumer applications. The graphical interface design
philosophy provides a cogent framework for future
encroachment of personal computers on
communications.
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Both calling and creation of personal recordings may be
done through a directory screen (figure 4). Designed
and functioning like a desktop Rolodex, cards bear
names, addresses, and phone numbers. Additional text
and symbols indicate whether the owner has any pending
incoming or outgoing messages for that person, and the
date and time she last called in. A portion of the alphabet
may be selected by touching the index tab at the top of
the cards. An individual person's card can be accessed
by touching her name at the top, causing the cards that
are obscuring it to be removed.
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Figure 1: Close-up view of touch access to the directory.
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Figure 4: Directory screen with Rolodex cards.
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Figure 5: Default message selection screen.

Figure 2: The main message screen.
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Figure 3: Message screen with text mail message.
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Figure 6: The keypad screen with a directory card.

